50 Compare and Contrast Topics
YOU CAN ALWAYS CHOOSE TO COMPARE AND CONTRAST

• Halloween and May Day
• Your friends and enemies
• Flowers to trees
• The Revolutionary War to the Passage of the U.S. Constitution
• Being rich to being poor
• Being smart to being dull
• Being poor to being homeless
• Christopher Columbus to conquistadores
• School teachers to state authorities
• Essay writing to middle-age tortures
• Political speeches to daily TV shows
• Telling the truth to lying
• Watching a hurricane to being a part of it
• The 21st century to the 20th century
• The U.S. supreme court decisions to the decisions of plain courts
• Traveling across Africa to being a sailor
• Making an apple pie to making a mud pie.
• Being bored to being lonely
• The importance of modern and classical music
• The role of parents and teachers in bringing up children
• Learning to bike to learning to swim
• Going to the theater to watching TV
• Being with friends to being with parents
• Playing online games to engaging in sports
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• Madonna's songs to the songs of Rihanna
• 21st century movies to the movies produced a century ago
• The Avatar to the Titanic
• The Avatar to any other movie of your choice
• The Sound of Music to Gone with the Wind.
• Huckleberry Finn to Tom Sawyer.
• The Wizard of Oz to the Three Little Bears.
• Winds to rains.
• College campuses to university campuses.
• Living in a large metropolitan city to living in a village.
• Being a child to being an adult.
• Running a race to driving a car.
• TV series to reality shows.
• Working as a guard to being in the military.
• Washing tables to washing dishes.
• Male friendship to female friendship.
• Being a dog to being a human.
• Traveling to being in love.
• Camping to hiking.
• Emotional attachment to physical attachment.
• Being famous to being rich.
• Being arrested to bring imprisoned.
• Spending time with your parents to spending time with your friends.
• Living in heat to living in darkness.
• The best day in your life to the worst day in your life.
• The best gift you received to the worst present.
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